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Doubt Me
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[Verse 1]
Bm
 Tell me what you want from me
G
 I m fucking done with all this heartache
Em
  And I ain t finished, in fact I m only getting started
G
 You count me out, and doubt me
A
Got me feeling close to nothing
Bm
  Got ghost s that ll never leave
G
 No remedy, they re always haunting
Em
  Act like it s nothing, It s hard to get above the nonsense
G
 You count me out and doubt me
A
Got me feeling close to nothing
Bm
  Just stay if you wanna
A
 You can stay if you want (I don t wanna talk)

[Chorus]
Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in
Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in



[Verse 2]
Bm
  I knew exactly what you wanted from me
G
I knew you d take this all and more for granted
Em  G       A
  I left my guard down
Bm
  Just stay if you wanna
A
 You can stay if you want (I don t wanna talk)

[Chorus]
Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in
Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in
Em G                        Bm  A
    When I feel like caving in

[Bridge]
Em
 Seasons change just like hearts do
G                          A
 Can t seem to have it all, gotta push through
Em
Yeah, feel the cold on my fingertips
G                             A
 Guess I m standing too still, that s how time slips
Em
 Fuck it, so many reasons I should pack it all up and quit
G                         A
 Move somewhere different, far from all this shit
Em
 But I ve got as purpose, and I ve got a calling
G                        A
 No one said it would be easy but it s not for nothing (not for nothing)

[Chorus]
Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in



Em
  Go, go if you wanna go on
G                                     Bm
 Doubt me like the rest of them lately I know I m strong enough
A
 When I feel like caving in

[Outro]
Em
  But I ve got a purpose. And I ve got a calling
G                        A
 No one said it would be easy but it s not for nothing (When I feel like caving
in)
Em
  But I ve got a purpose. And I ve got a calling
G                         A
  No one said it would be easy but it s not for nothing
A                        Bm
 When I feel like caving in...


